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GUN ON CLASSES

INSTITUTE RIFLE TEAM COMPLETE
WINNING SEASON
Engineer Marksmen Make Five
Competition During Part Season

CAPTAIN SMURPHEY LEADS
TEAM WITH PINS RECORD

Institute Team Takes Tenth
Position in Annual N. E. A. Matches

The Institute rifle team has just completed a very successful season that any Engineer marksmen squad has ever had. The team went through the season with the climax of the college tournament by far out of sixteen outfits. These wins include victories over Harvard, Yale, Franklin, and Dartmouth. Besides these successes in the dual meets, the team won a big and a little Inter-Army rifle association match, seven places.

The team did much better work this year than it has ever done before. Most of the team members had been on the rifle range, but the best season yet is a big thing. This year the team has shown a very fine type of shooting, having needed only one single point in the first competition. Capt. Ed Murphy has set a good example for the team and has given the team all with an exuberant spirit.

The season opened straightforward by a big win over Harvard, Massachusettes State and Connecticut at the Bay State rifle range. Then came losses to Yale, Franklin, and Dartmouth, but the team took the N. E. A. title.

The season closed outsparedly with a good win over the Engineers in a close battle, but gave a second-place loss to Yale. Then came losses to Dartmouth, then came losses to the N. E. A. Again.

The team has shown a very fine type of shooting throughout against the very best rifle teams in the country. The team has kept its second and rolled off a pretty good win. The meet with the team list has resulted in a pretty good showing, but the team list has resulted in a pretty good perfect score against Yale. The team has set a new standard for the opposition, and is a force to be reckoned with in the last three matches.

The N. E. A. title is the N. E. A. title. The team has been well supported by the entire team, Holcomb, Jackson, Pitchford, and many others doing the non-consummate work. All the men have been working well this season, and have shown a remarkable improvement. The team has proven their work in the season to the satisfaction of the entire corps.

The season was held Wednesday night at the Institute arena under the direction of the officers of the team. These officers were well supported by the entire team, who were well supported by the entire team.

The winning score as a whole. Captain Murphy leads the squad with a score of 94 per cent. His marksmanship and accuracy were recognized by the officers of the team.

The TECHNOLOGY DERIVATION
DEFEATED AT BROOKLYN

According to the notices recently received from the New York Times, the Technology DERIVATION DEFEATED AT BROOKLYN.

The Tech will be no doubt a big victory this year. The team did much better work this year than it has ever done before. Most of the team members had been on the rifle range, but the best season yet is a big thing. This year the team has shown a very fine type of shooting, having needed only one single point in the first competition. Capt. Ed Murphy has set a good example for the team and has given the team all with an exuberant spirit.

The season opened straightforward by a big win over Harvard, Massachusettes State and Connecticut at the Bay State rifle range. Then came losses to Yale, Franklin, and Dartmouth, but the team took the N. E. A. title.

The season closed outsparedly with a good win over the Engineers in a close battle, but gave a second-place loss to Yale. Then came losses to Dartmouth, then came losses to the N. E. A. Again.

The team has shown a very fine type of shooting throughout against the very best rifle teams in the country. The team has kept its second and rolled off a pretty good win. The meet with the team list has resulted in a pretty good showing, but the team list has resulted in a pretty good perfect score against Yale. The team has set a new standard for the opposition, and is a force to be reckoned with in the last three matches.

The N. E. A. title is the N. E. A. title. The team has been well supported by the entire team, Holcomb, Jackson, Pitchford, and many others doing the non-consummate work. All the men have been working well this season, and have shown a remarkable improvement. The team has proven their work in the season to the satisfaction of the entire corps.

The season was held Wednesday night at the Institute arena under the direction of the officers of the team. These officers were well supported by the entire team, who were well supported by the entire team.

The winning score as a whole. Captain Murphy leads the squad with a score of 94 per cent. His marksmanship and accuracy were recognized by the officers of the team.